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SI Figure 4

Fig. 4. Behavioral results from preference decision task in preference-first group. (A) The decision trials sorted by the number of cycles of face repetitions that subjects took to make the 
preference decision. Error bars indicate standard errors. (B) The distribution of decision-making times during the preference task.

SI Figure 5

Fig. 5.
Comparison between preference and roundness decisions in the ROIs. We included the regressor coefficients at the time of response (i.e., key press), to examine to what degree any of the 
above regions might be related to generating the actual motor command. (A) Data from the preference task. (B) Data from the roundness task. Of the three ROIs, only OP/INS showed 
differential activity to the response regressor in both tasks.

SI Figure 6

Fig. 6.
Brain responses in roundness-first group. In the roundness-first group, activity in nucleus accumbens was no longer present during preference decisions, whereas the OFC response was still 
present (A, x = -15, y = 36, z = -18; Z = 2.96, P
< 0.005). We then analyzed the data from the roundness task in these subjects. As before, when analyzing responses to faces according to the roundness judgments, we did not find any 
significant activity in NAC or OFC but only in OP/INS (B, x = -42, y = 15, z = 0; Z = 3.55, P < 0.001), confirming that NAC and OFC are only engaged during preference judgments.

SI Figure 7

Fig. 7.
Direct comparison between preference and roundness decisions. To perform a direct comparison between neural activity during preference decisions to that during roundness decisions, we 
compared responses to preference in the preference-first group to responses to roundness in the roundness-first group (to control for order of presentation). For this, we removed two subjects 
from the roundness-first group because their roundness decisions were very highly correlated with their subsequent preference decisions (in the subsequent preference task; these two subjects
correlations were >2 standard deviations outside the mean correlations of the other subjects). The direct statistical comparison between preference and roundness decisions in these two 
groups revealed NAC (A, x = 12, y = 3, z = -9; Z = 2.62, P < 0.005) and mOFC (B, x = -18, y = 27, z = -15; Z = 3.05, P < 0.005) showing significantly greater response to preference than to 
roundness decisions during the first and the second cycles, respectively.
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Fig. 8.
Gaze fixation data. It is conceivable that the two tasks made subjects attend features of faces differently, and that attending to different features might then explain the differential activation in 
certain brain regions. However, this explanation is implausible for the following reasons. First, the difference in BOLD signal we observed was between two face images within the same task
condition, and subjects should be attending to the same facial features during a single task. Second, NAC activation was observed even when subjects were making implicit preference 
decisions during the roundness judgment task. Lastly, it is not likely that subjects would have been capable of making gaze shifts from the fixation point in the center of the screen during the 
50 ms of image presentation time. However, one might still argue that subjects somehow fixate on different regions of the face when they view chosen vs. unchosen faces, which might have 
influenced the differences in brain activation we observed. To fully address this question, we tested three additional subjects outside the scanner on the same face decision task used in the 
original fMRI study, while measuring their eye movements at high resolution (Eyelink II; SR Research). The data from these subjects confirmed that their gaze remained near the fixation 
cross at the center of the screen, and more importantly, that they looked at almost identical regions of the faces, regardless of their subsequent choice. Therefore, this result argues against the 
idea that the observed brain signal difference could have been influenced by systematic differences in gaze fixation. Hotter colors indicate higher fixation density in the figure.
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Fig. 9.
Preference decisions made after the one-cycle. Although we focused our analyses on two-cycles trials, there were many trials where subjects made decisions after only one cycle. Therefore, 
we also separately examined one-cycle preference decisions trials from preference-first group. Consistent with two-cycle trials, we found greater activity for chosen vs. unchosen faces in 
bilateral ventral striatum (Right, x = 15, y = 0, z = -6; Z = 3.34, P < 0.001; Left, x = -21, y = 0, z = -9; Z = 3.00, P < 0.001), which was, interestingly, contiguous with the substantia 
nigra/ventral tegmental area (SN/VTA) (x = 9, y = -12, z = -15; Z = 3.03, P < 0.001) where dopaminergic neurons are. We also found similar preference-related activities in the left insula (x =
-36, y = -6, z = 0; Z = 3.89, P < 0.001) and bilateral OP (Left, x = -48, y = -21, z = 21; Z = 3.18, P < 0.001; Right, x = -45, y = -27, z = 15; Z = 3.23, P < 0.001), but we did not see any 
activation in mOFC.

SI Figure 10

Fig. 10. Chosen vs. unchosen faces during the last cycle of three-cycle trials. We did not find any significant activation during either the first and second cycle of three-ycle trials at P < 0.001 
(uncorrected). However, we observed significant activations in both NAC ( x = -6, y = 21, z = -9; Z = 3.55, P < 0.001) (A) and mOFC (x = -3, y = 24, z = -21; Z = 3.12, P < 0.001) (B) in the 
last cycle of the three-cycle trials. Although the small sample size for three-cycle trials prevents us from drawing any firm conclusions, it may be that NAC and mOFC are engaged later on 
three-cycle trials because these are all very difficult choices requiring a long decision time. Thus, the very reason that they take three-cycles may in fact indicate that there is insufficient early 
signal in the NAC to provide a clear preference separation.

SI Figure 11

Fig. 11. Individual vs. group preference decisions. We included both mean group preference decisions and each subject's individual preference as regressors, to examine their contribution to 
the NAC and mOFC activations we observed in the main findings. This analysis revealed that NAC activation correlated significantly with group but not with individual preference decisions 
(x = 12, y = 15, z = -3; Z = 2.98, P < 0.005) (A) during early cycles, whereas mOFC activation significantly correlated with individual but not with group preference decisions (x = 18, y = 27, 
z = -15; Z = 3.61, P < 0.001) (B) during late cycles.

SI Figure 12

Fig. 12.
Effect of preference choice vs. facial attractiveness on NAC activity. Does the NAC activity truly reflect implicit preference formation, or simply respond to facial attractiveness? To answer 
this question, we grouped both chosen and unchosen face events separately for early and late cycles in two-cycle trials with two parametric modulators included: preference choice and 
absolute attractiveness rating (from normative ratings given by a separate group of subjects for the behavioral study). A significant correlation with preference choices was observed again in 
right NAC (x = 9, y = 6, z = -9; Z = 3.63, P < 0.001) (A), even after excluding BOLD signal variances explained by facial attractiveness. Significant correlations with attractiveness ratings 
were found in the bilateral middle temporal gyri (x = 63, y = -36, z = -18; Z = 3.70, P < 0.001; x = 63, y = -33, z = -21; Z = 3.34, P < 0.001) (B).
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Fig. 13.
Reliability of preference decisions and contribution of facial attractiveness on preference decisions. Since the individual judgments that subjects made were not perfectly in agreement with 
those from other subjects (see the main text), two possibilities arise: they could systematically (consistently) differ from those of other subjects (consistently different preferences from other 
subjects), or they could simply reflect noise (inconsistent preference judgments within the same subject). To test within-subject consistency of preference decisions, we ran an additional 12 
subjects outside the scanner and asked them to perform preference and roundness decisions on the same faces twice in two consecutive blocks. We found that their first and second decisions 
were significantly correlated with each other for both preference (mean = 72.9%, t(11) = 6.75, P < 0.001) and roundness decisions (mean = 74.4%, t(11) = 10.13, P < 0.001), indicating that 
their decisions were not made at random. We carried out a third experiment, immediately after the two repeated main experiments, in the same 12 subjects, asking them to make decisions on 
the same face pairs but this time presented simultaneously on the screen with unlimited choice time. When decisions from TED session were compared with those from this contemporaneous 
choice task, we found correlations significantly greater than chance for both preference (mean = 60.8%, t(11) = 3.88, P < 0.005) and roundness (mean = 69.6%, t(11) = 6.83, P < 0.001). 
Although we attempted to show pairs of faces that all showed roughly the same preference difference (borne out by subjects mostly taking about the same time and number of cycles to 
choose amongst them), some pairs may have had larger differences in perceived preference than others, which might have influenced preference decisions. Consistent with this idea, we found
a significant correlation between percent choice agreement across all of the subjects (n
= 25) and facial attractiveness rating difference between faces in each pairs, which were collected from additional 12 subjects (A: r = 0.77, P < 0.001). In addition, people spent significantly 
less time to make decisions for the face pairs where two faces are far from each other in terms of attractiveness r = -0.58, P < 0.001) (B). Combined, these data strongly suggest that, although 
preference decisions on closely-matched and briefly presented faces during TED can be subjective, they are also highly reliable and valid decisions, a part of which is contributed by some 
objective criteria such as facial attractiveness.
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Fig. 14.
Interaction with task. To test whether the interaction effect of the face (chosen vs. unchosen) and time (early vs. late) in NAC was significantly more engaged on trials involving preference 
compared to roundness judgments (on average across trials) we ran the three way interaction contrast of Preference [(Early chosen - Early unchosen) - (Late chosen - Late unchosen)] - 
Roundness [(Early chosen - Early unchosen) - (Late chosen - Late unchosen)]. This analysis revealed a significant effect in nucleus accumbens (x = 18, y = 6, z = -15; Z = 3.56, P < 0.001), 
confirming that NAC is significantly more engaged during explicit preference judgments in early compared to late trials than during explicit roundness judgments. In addition, significantly 
greater responses in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (x = -6, y = 24, z = -12; Z = 2.50, P = 0.006) were found in the contrast of Preference [(Late chosen - Late unchosen) - (Early chosen - 
Early unchosen)] - Roundness [(Late chosen - Late unchosen) - (Early chosen - Early unchosen)].

Table 1. Brain areas involved in preference (from preference-first group) and roundness (from roundness-first group)

Brain region Z value x y z (peak in MNI)

Preference decision (Early cycle)

Hippocampus (Right) 3.56 30 -21 -18

Operculum (Right) 3.53 42 0 15

Nucleus Accumbens (Right)

3.50 15 3 -12

3.50 9 6 -9

Inferior Temporal Cortex (Left) 3.39 -60 -15 -27

Preference decision (Late cycle)

Operculum (Left) 3.94 -39 0 15

Medial Orbitofrontal Cortex (Left) 3.78 -15 27 -15

Posterior Ventral Pallidum (Left) 3.76 -18 -12 -6

Medial Frontal Cortex (Right) 3.37 12 39 21

Roundness decision (Late cycle)

Inferior Frontal Cortex (Left)

4.01 -42 36 3

3.55 -42 15 0

Cerebellum

3.54 -27 -39 -33

3.39 27 -33 -27

Middle Frontal Cortex (Right) 3.50 51 18 48

Middle Temporal Cortex (Left) 3.39 -54 -36 -6

Precentral Cortex (Left) 3.30 -60 3 21

All values are for the contrast of chosen-unchosen face, and all are significant at P < 0.001 (uncorrected).
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